etna

BARCODE

EARTH

BARCODE
BROADLOOM 3.66

PLAINBACK TILES

EARTH

ENDUROBACK KR 4 TILES

Pile Fibre:

100% PFX Stain Shield Fibre

100% PFX Stain Shield Fibre

100% PFX Stain Shield Fibre

Backing:

Plainback

Plainback

Enduroback KR4® (Modified Recycled Bitumen)

Fibre weight:

920gsm

920gsm

920gsm

Total weight:

1250gsm

1250gsm

4000gsm

Total thickness:

8mm

8mm

9mm

Protective Finish:

Stain Shield

Stain Shield

Stain Shield

Location grade:

Heavy Commercial

Heavy Commercial

Heavy Commercial

Fire rating:

2

2

2

50 X 50cm

50 X 50cm

Broadloom 3.66

Meets requirements green star rating (GBCSA criteria)

Country of Origin

Manufactured in South Africa from local raw materials.

EARTH

Width/Size:
VOC Rating:

Barcode earth is available in broadloom, plain back tiles and Enduroback KR4® (modified recycled bitumen) tiles.
The top cloth is manufactured from a blend of virgin and recycled PFX Stain Shield fibres, and by recycling fibres Van Dyck Floors reduces energy and global
warming effects and ensures that the waste doesn’t end up in landfills.
All our fibres are sourced from PFE Extrusion, a sister company of Van Dyck Floors, and both factories are based around Durban and are ISO 14001 certified
and committed to environmentally friendly manufacturing processes. Van Dyck Floors is also ISO 14064 (Greenhouse Gas Verification) certified, and by
measuring our emissions we have been able to reduce our carbon footprint by more than 40% over the past 4 years.
Other benefits of this product include improved acoustics, thermal insulation and anti-fatigue properties.
Our Enduroback KR4® (modified recycled bitumen) backing is made mainly from post-industrial recycled content and its strength and durability ensures
a very long life span.
In conclusion, Van Dyck Floors’ Earth Collection is guaranteed to be one of the most environmentally friendly products on the market.
BILL OF QUANTITIES
Broadloom, Plainback, Enduroback KR4® (Modified Recycled Bitumen)
Tiles: BARCODE EARTH made from 100% PFX Stain Shield Staple
Fibre in (colour name), by Van Dyck Floors, laid in accordance with
the code of practice for the installation of textile floor coverings
(SANS 10186).

CEDARBERG

MALUTI

Colour Variance
Care must be taken when ordering or installing carpeting in
individual areas, as carpeting, like all textile products, is subject to
shade variation between batches.
CAUTION:
Colour fastness to light: Dyes are selected for their performance
and repeatability to commercial standards, but colours can fade
when exposed to harsh, direct sunlight. Adequate precautions must
be taken to protect the carpet against such exposure to prevent
premature fading or damage.

Silverheels

SWARTBERG

ATHOS

ETNA

Furniture
Place protectors or carpet off-cuts under furniture to prevent
crushing of carpet pile and eventual damage to the backing.
Rearrange furniture from time to time to allow pile to recover
and change traffic paths. Use carpet protector mats for chairs with
castor wheels.

EVEREST

SATISFACTION
Due to dye lot variations and machine settings, actual material
may vary from the sample. However, this variation is kept within
exacting standards as laid down by SANS 1415. Construction of some
carpet may involve the occurrence of shift lines across the width
of the carpet. Certain light sources shining across the surface may
emphasise the effect of shadow lines. These are not a manufacturing
defect and will not detract from the carpet’s performance.

While every effort has been made to replicate
colours in print, some slight variance may
occur. Please refer to sample swatches for
accurate colour references.

Maintenance
Enhance the performance and appearance of your carpet by
following these steps: • Use quality Dirt Off walk off mats. • Vacuum
thoroughly and frequently. • Remove spills and marks immediately.
• General clean by a SETA Qualified Cleaner.
>> Helpful Hint
Whilst the light colours in the range are extremely attractive, they
are high maintenance. They show soil quicker than darker colours
and need frequent cleaning. We accept no liability on soiling, as this
is maintenance related and not a manufacturing defect.
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